A minimum of 125 credits is needed for graduation (or 127 if MA 011 is taken). This major requires 44 - 48 credits. Some major courses may also fulfill Core Requirements.

Requirements for B. A. Degree
Major in SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY
Academic Year 2012 – 2013

Name: _____________________________________________________
Advisor: _____________________________________________________

Common Track: (32 Credits)         Credits   Grade   Term
SO  101  Discovering Society         4.00     ____     ____
SO  330  Methods of Social Research  4.00     ____     ____
SO  331  Social Statistics           4.00     ____     ____
SO  402  Sociological Theory         4.00     ____     ____
AN  111  Understanding Human Culture 4.00     ____     ____
AN  201  Principles of Biological Anthropology 4.00     ____     ____
Take AN306, AN307, AN308 or SO364
___ ___ _________________________________    4.00     ____     ____
MA     251  Probability and Statistics 4.00     ____     ____

Complete Option A, B or C – (12 Credits)

Option A (Sociology/Anthropology):

Sociology elective:
SO ___ _________________________________    4.00     ____     ____

Anthropology elective:
AN ___ _________________________________    4.00     ____     ____

Internship (AN471 or SO471)
___ ___ _________________________________    ____     ____     ____

Option B (Criminal Justice):

SO  216  Intro to the Am Criminal Justice System
         (Older Catalogs list course as SO 217) 4.00     ____     ____
SO  218  Criminology (Older Catalog lists as SO 215) 4.00     ____     ____
Take SO 342, SO352, PS 303 or PS 304
___ ___ _________________________________    4.00     ____     ____
SO  471  Sociology Internship            4.00     ____     ____

Option C (Archeology):

AN  361  Archaeology & Geography        4.00     ____     ____
AN  362  Archaeology Field School       4.00     ____     ____
AN  363  Forensic Anthropology          4.00     ____     ____